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About This Game

The story follows Mariko, a seventeen year old who is on the cusp of graduating high school.
She is the lone passenger of a slowly dying train station. As a practical young adult, she doesn’t see why her family couldn’t have

just moved closer to the high school she is attending. She is rather embarrassed by the whole situation and the attention it
garners her. She just wants to graduate and go to a university in the big city.

However, life in the sticks isn’t all that it seems. While riding the train home, Mariko ends up at an unexpected stop, which
changes her life forever.
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when our journey ends - a visual novel badge. when our journey ends - a visual novel

as games go this was more fun then i expected sure there are a few problems here nd there but its funny,somewhat stupid and all
together a good game to play.
. For those wondering where to find your songs, it's in the game files! The path should be something like:
SteamLibrary > steamapps > common > Hustle Cat > Hustle Cat Soundtrack

I had to restart Steam for it to install, but after that all was fine!

Not gonna lie, I'm here just for "Sol et Luna" (Graves's theme song) but some of the other songs are starting to grow on me. The
composer's commentary is a great bonus. All the songs come in high quality files.

You can probably find a demo of the songs online if you want to give it a proper listen first.. very fun game with lots of friends
so and not very fun with A.i but still great game
. Free and barely takes any storage so why not. This is the greatest game to ever bless the world with its presence. A true classic,
Moonbase Comander immerses the player in a sci-fi world of intense strategy and beautiful destruction. Battle your friends, or
take on the AI on a multitude of premade maps, or use the level editor which is easy and fun to use. A sassy, robotic voice is
hilarious and the funky music will always keep you groving. The wonderful simplicity of Moonbase Commander gives games on
the caliber of Starcraft 2 a run for their money. Moonbase Commander is a must-buy.. Good Job Body, you just got it.. I
originally posted a review when the demo first came out detailing the exellent presentation but lacking enjoyable gameplay. The
developers replied more recently and kindly asked if I could give the demo another go. So today I did.

The demo has changed from the first time I played it, again they've stepped up the polish, it's very charming. The problem still
remains, the gameplay is dull. Sorry devs, you're clearly talented guys, the visuals, style and original steampunk weapons are
lovely. I played the latest demo for 5 minutes and gameplay just isn't fun. The crawling clockwork rats just aren't interesting,
and the weapons lack punch when connecting with the rats. Which is odd as smashing the boxes and barrels is convincing.

It clear a lot of work has gone into this title, I'd recommend anybody to try the demo before purchase, maybe this game just isn't
for me.. https:\/\/gaming.youtube.com\/watch?v=GiiS6RlA7iE&feature=share

X-Town 3D Game is, well... it's a game i guess. Point your gun left and right and destroy the not fireball fireballs that roam
aroud the Windows 95 grade freeware background. This is probably nothing more than a costly way of promoting the dev's
freeware website and try to lure idiots like me into paying real money as a donation because I'm a curious little bugger that likes
the hurt, and hurt I did.

Props for the balls for doing this though. If it were free for Steam it wouldn't be a probem but it's almost $5 US on here. Of
course if you want to try it, go to the publishers website and download it for free. URL is the publisher's name.. stay away hacks
taken over game stealing your bases when your gen is ok and if not theres no 1-2 day waithing time a hack was taking my base
when i logged on there was nothing rong with my generator all my spike around it and the hack scum was taking my base lost all
my bases to the hack scum another game run by hacks unstalled never go back pointless when hacks take all your stuff in
minutes after a month of work you put in STAY AWAY WARNING. This is a game of the year to me. You can do absolutely
whatever you want! It's like an enchanted version of the Sims franchise. EA should really play this game and learn from what
they have missed and done wrong. You can even change name of your profile like no other games! There's a very open and
unlimited character customization so you can make very unique and special characters/ponies. (Yes, there are ponies instead of
humans... isn't that just fantastic?)

Pros:
-Not too much water
-Very unlimited character customization
-Best graphics to date running on Unity Engine (I think)
-Very original
-1000+ hours of gameplay
-Better story than Watch Dogs and some Aiden Pony action
-Huge open world
-Lots of things you can do in the huge open world
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Cons:
It's not Call of Duty: Ghost

I would rate it 0,1/10, it's like skyrim without guns! Therefore it's a positive review.
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the lag is a bit of an issue, but those brief moments without lag, wow. visually, it looks amazing. if this map was on pubg, i don't
think i'd play any other map. there is a lot to be fixed, and i can't wait until things start running smoothly. i'm happy i got this
game. it's a nice change from pubg and islands of nyne.. Awesome series. Part 2 of 3. My favorite chapter of the series,
definitely don't miss out.. 30 minutes gameplay is probably not enough to say much about this game, But it was for me.
First area, Game was bugged and I couldn't actually complete it to get outside without multiple restarts.
Second area- As soon as I get outside. I couldn't pickup the axe and I could not continue without it.
Then I restarted and decided to give the combat a go.
The combat was pretty bland, And that made up my mind to refund this game.
The game is just too buggy for me. It seemed like a great game, It has a lot of potential, The atmosphere and general horror
aspect were good.
But it just needs to be fixed before I'm willing to buy/re-buy this game.. Elliot Quest makes it no secret that it wants to be like a
number of classic NES-era gems.

It accomplishes its goal extremely well.

I'm a big fan of the Metroidvania genre, and Elliot Quest delivers. Apart from discovering new areas to explore, it's deeply
satifying to find alternate uses and effects for the items/spells you collect. Not just as a puzzle soliving element, but also the way
certain spells will completely overpower certain enemy types (fire on a blue slime~).

Visually, it does a great job with pixel graphics. More specifically, it does a fantastic job with colors! The palette range is
varied, giving each and every area a unique feel from the others. Off the top of my head, I can't think of any color that isn't used
in full array.

This isn't to say it's without flaws - there's the occasional glitchy moment or questionable game design, and the story is so loosely
presented that it feels like nothing more than a means to progress the action.

However, these errors are far and few between. At the time of writing, this game is an absolute steal at %50 off. Even at full
price, it's more than worth it.

And in classic NES fashion. You might want to make notes and sketch out your own map~. VR gameplay video with
commentary:
https://youtu.be/WdaWomKGsU0

I was pleasantly surprised by this game.
I enjoyed simply flying around witnessing the visuals, the visuals are the crown jewel of this title.

It's a very different game that I've never seen before, it's a fascinating mix of zen space travel and shooter. Which normally I
wouldn't think would work together, but they've somehow blended the two experiences very well.

I'll definitely keep my eye on this as it develops.
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